Information evening for two new applied science degrees at UTAS Newnham

The University of Tasmania will hold an information session for students, parents and teachers on Tuesday 5th November on two new applied science degrees to be offered at its Newnham campus.

From 2014 students will be able to study the Bachelor of Applied Science (Food Science and Innovation) and the Bachelor of Applied Science (Environmental Science).

The Bachelor of Applied Science (Food Science and Innovation) will equip students with the fundamental knowledge of science and expertise in food processing and consumer market understanding to begin careers in the food industry.

It is tailored for graduates to be multi-skilled across science and business – to be able to develop new small to medium-sized businesses.

The Bachelor of Applied Science (Environmental Science) will take students into careers as environmental scientists.

Currently graduates with this qualification are employed by government, natural resource management agencies and industry to monitor pollution, manage natural resources and assess environmental impact. This course will also be available at UTAS Cradle Coast.

Information evening details

When: Tuesday 5 November, 5-6pm
Where: Tamar Room, Sir Raymond Ferrall Centre, UTAS Newnham
For: Teachers, parents and students
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